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Welcome and introductions



Subsidy particulars

• Entity must demonstrate a 30% decline in “gross” revenues

• 75% of salary up to $58,700 per year, being up to $847 per week, per employee 

• Available to non-publically funded businesses, non-profits, and charities

• Retroactive to March 15, 2020

• Applies for up to 3 months

• Public policy

Accessing: Wage subsidy program
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Test  - To access subsidy

• Entity must demonstrate a 30% decline in “gross” revenues

• Entity must (generally) compare revenues to same month from last year

• There will be some “flexibility’ in this approach (i.e. if can’t compare to last year, for example start-

ups)

• If flexible approach is attempted, will need to demonstrate that point of comparison for the 30% drop 

is reasonable, examples given are prior month or other comparable month (i.e. likely all about finding 

a reasonable point of reference)

Accessing: Wage subsidy program
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Subsidy application process

• Application to be done through a CRA Portal (via MY CRA and/or separate web-based platform) 

• CRA still developing application and questionnaire

• Portal to be set up in next 3-6 weeks

• Payments will likely take a further few weeks after application approval

• Employer will have to attest that they are doing everything they can to pay remaining 25% to employees –

presumably by formal attestation 

• Will have to re-apply each month

• Wages will likely be provided by direct deposit into entity’s bank account

• Cash flow considerations 

Accessing: Wage subsidy program
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Subsidy application process goal

• To provide workforce with confidence, to promote continuity of wages, and encourage rehiring  

Caveats

• “High Trust” place on entity’s shoulders as the applicant

• Government to take “decisive action for bad actors” for break in trust

• Entities must have an eye towards reasonable due diligence and document retention

• Rapid preparation to support revenue criteria, to ensure direct deposit and My CRA Account where 

appropriate, and front of the line are all ideal

• https://www.canada.ca/en/department-finance/news/2020/04/government-announces-details-of-the-

canada-emergency-wage-subsidy-to-help-businesses-keep-canadians-in-their-jobs.html

Accessing: Wage subsidy program
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Questions?
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Closing remarks



John Grant

Tax Partner 

Toronto

Tel: +1 416 216 1932

john.grant@nortonrosefulbright.com

Walied Soliman

Canadian Chair

Toronto

Tel: +1 416 216 4820

walied.soliman@nortonrosefulbright.com

Moderator and speaker
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• COVID-19 hub: all Norton Rose Fulbright insights, webinars, blog and media

• View our latest on-demand webinars:

Part one | What Canadian employers need to consider in a global epidemic

Part two | Canadian legal implications for business leaders

Part three | Considering the economic fallout in Canada 

Part four | Canadian developments in government funding, supply chain, disputes, and employment law

• covidsupport@nortonrosefulbright.com

Norton Rose Fulbright COVID-19 resources
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Norton Rose Fulbright Verein, a Swiss verein, helps coordinate the activities of Norton Rose Fulbright members but does not itself provide legal services to clients. Norton Rose Fulbright has offices in more than 50 cities worldwide, including London, 
Houston, New York, Toronto, Mexico City, Hong Kong, Sydney and Johannesburg. For more information, see nortonrosefulbright.com/legal-notices. The purpose of this communication is to provide information as to developments in the law. 

It does not contain a full analysis of the law nor does it constitute an opinion of any Norton Rose Fulbright entity on the points of law discussed. You must take specific legal advice on any particular matter which concerns you. If you require any advice 
or further information, please speak to your usual contact at Norton Rose Fulbright.
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